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Abstract 
 The Internet of Things (IoT) communication protocol built over IP and non-IP environment. 

Therefore, a gateway device will be needed to bridge the IP and non-IP network transparently since an IoT 
user is more likely to concern on the service provided by the IoT device, rather than the complexity of the 
network or device configuration. Since today ubiquitous computing needs to hide the architectural level 
from it users, the data & information centric approach was proposed. However, the data & information 
centric protocol is having several issues and one of them is device and service discovery protocol over IP 
& non-IP network. This paper proposed a pervasive device and service discovery protocol that able to 
work in interoperability of the IP and non-IP network. The system environment consists of a smart device 
with XBee Communication as the non-IP network that will send the device and service description data to 
the IP network using WebSocket. The gateway will able to recognize the smart device and sent the data to 
the web-based user application. The user application displayed the discovered devices along the services 
and able to send the control data to each of the smart devices. Our proposed protocol also enriched with 
the smart device inoperability detection by using keep-alive tracking from the gateway to each of the smart 
devices. The result showed that the delay for the user application to detect the smart device in the XBee 
network is around 10.13 ms delay, and the service average delay requested by the user application to 
each of the devices is 2.13 ms. 
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1. Introduction 

Interoperability and interconnecting devices that able to adapt autonomously is a central 
issue in the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. In the pervasive and ubiquitous environment, providing 
on-the-fly communication services is recently considered as an emerging field of technology and 
research [2]. With the heterogeneous pervasive environment, the communication protocol will 
be varied and make it more complex to its users [3]. The pervasive and ubiquitous computing 
goal is to hide this complexity to it users by creating a transparent network and make the user 
more focus on the application [4]. At the application level, a system that provides context 
awareness become more important since the user only cares about what device and service 
provided in the pervasive environment beside of the technology that relies on it. There are 
several pervasive application-level protocols such as UPnP [5], Alljoyn [6], CoAP [7], etc.   

The pervasive device and service discovery protocol is also implemented in wireless 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication. There are several wireless standards in M2M, and 
802.15.4 becomes more popular for M2M communication since it has been standardized by 
IEEE and enhanced the low cost and low power consumption features. XBee [8] is an upper 
layer communication device based on 802.15.4 technology and now widely used in wireless 
network field [9]-[11]. XBee is a non-IP communication device that has the ability to self-
organized their network but needs to be integrated with a gateway to make it able to 
communicate with the TCP/IP network.  

European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) has been developed a standard 
topology for M2M contained Network (TCP/IP) and Device and Gateway Domain (Non-IP 
Communication) [12]. The border between the network and the device domain is separated by 
the gateway and have a different physical layer communication. In the TCP/IP communication, 
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WebSocket becomes more popular since it enhanced the HTTP performance by adding real-
time bi-directional, and persistent connection with the server [13]. WebSocket also popular to be 
used as control interface in smart technology, since it deployed above the widely used HTTP 
protocol, WebSocket able to be created with intuitive Graphical Utility Interfaces in the web 
browser [14], [15]. Our research proposed a gateway design and implementation for XBee and 
the TCP/IP network that able to connect seamlessly by providing the pervasive device and 
service discovery protocol.  By using our method and architecture, the user will be able to more 
focus on the service provided by the XBee based devices and not bothered by the complexity of 
the network architecture and configuration.  

 
 

2. Proposed Method 
Our research using XBee [8] as a ZigBee device and will communicate with the 

WebSocket technology to perform the pervasive device and service discovery protocol. With 
topology shown in Figure 1. There is XBee area Network and the TCP/IP Network that will be 
communicated each other using a gateway. We provide 4 XBee act as smart device and 
configured as XBee Router device, gateway plugged with XBee act as coordinator (using 
Raspberry Pi), WebSocket server and web-based user application installed on a computer. 

 
 

 
 

Figure  1. XBee & TCP/IP M2M Network 
 

 

Our research proposed pervasive device and service discovery shown in Figure 2.  
At the first stage, the web-based user application will be connected with the WebSocket server 
to make the web user application always ready to receive data from the WebSocket server. If 
the gateway device turned on, it will be automatically connected with the WebSocket server. At 
the next stage, when there is a smart device around the gateway network with PAN ID 1AAA, 
smart devices will inform its presence to the gateway by sending broadcast information along 
with it device and service description presented in Figure 3. If the first smart device active, it will 
inform the gateway that the smart device is lamp the type is an actuator and provide turn on and 
turn off services. If the second device active, it will inform the gateway that the smart device is 
door as an actuator and have open, close, and lock services. 

After the gateway received the broadcast information, the gateway will send a unicast 
acknowledgment packet to make the smart device change it state to listen to a service request. 
When the gateway received the device and service description, the gateway will forward the 
information to the WebSocket server and WebSocket server will push the device and service 
description to the web user application. The web user application will be display the graphical 
utility interface that matched with the device and service description sent by the smart device.  
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Figure 2. Proposed Pervasive Device & Service Discovery 
 

 
Figure 3. Device and Servi ce Description Data 

 
 
When the interface displayed, user will be able to choose which device will be controlled 

and which service will be requested. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the system entities flowchart 
contained of smart device, gateway, and the user application. Figure 4(a) explained the 
flowchart from smart device as the provider of the device and service discovery data. The smart 
device will broadcast the information to the gateway/coordinator and will call a receive handler 
to listen to the ACK message that will be sent from the gateway, the smart device will change it 
back to the broadcast device and service discover state if the ACK message not received  
in 30s.  

The receive handler function is also used to receive service data requested by the user 
application. Figure 4(b) displayed the flowchart and show the process when the gateway 
forwards the pervasive device and service discovery data from the XBee network to the user 
application. Our research proposed the gateway method as a development from previous 
research [16] by added WebSocket protocol as the TCP/IP communication between the 
gateway and user application. 

The gateway will run three threads which are XBee receive the callback, keep-alive 
messages, and WebSocket receive the callback. XBee receive the callback is used to listening 
package from the smart device in the XBee network. Gateway will receive device and service 
description data from the smart device and will be sent it to user application via WebSocket 
protocol. The keep-alive thread is use to detect an inactive smart device and inform user 
application that the smart device is unavailable. The keep-alive thread will send a “ping” 
message to the smart device periodically and if the smart device is not replied the message the 
smart device will be considered as an inactive node.  

The WebSocket receive thread will handle the WebSocket receive communication to 
the WebSocket server and user application. The WebSocket receive thread is equipped with the 

First Smart Device: {"device":"Lamp","type":"actuator","service":["Turn On","Turn Off"]} 

Second Smart device: {"device":"Door","type":"actuator","service":["Open","Close","Lock"]} 
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duplication check feature to avoid the same smart device duplication.  The WebSocket receive 
thread is able to recognize the smart device uniquely by the long address and the short 
address, If the smart device long and short address is already recognized by the gateway, it will 
not be published to the user application and the device and service discovery data will be 
ignored. 
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Figure 4. Smart Device and Gateway Flowchart 
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Figure 5. User Apllication Flowchart 
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Figure 5 presenting the flowchart for user application. The user application interface is 
created in web-based environment and WebSocket protocol for communication with the 
gateway. The user application will receive device and service description data from the gateway 
and displayed on the web. The user will also have a device removal notification if there is 
unavailable smart device detected by the keep-alive process in the gateway. After the device 
and service description has been received by the user application, the user web browser will 
display each of the recognized devices and the user will be able to send a service request to the 
smart device via the gateway.    
 

 

3. Result and Analysis 
Smart device will broadcast its presence to the gateway and will be forwarded to the 

user application. Figure 6 displayed the gateway status when received the broadcast device 
and service description. The displayed information showed that there is two devices lamp and 
door that identified by each XBee source long address. After the gateway received the 
broadcast message, the gateway will send the information to the WebSocket server and push it 
to the user application interface. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Gateway Broadcast Received 
 

 

User application interface presented in Figure 7 and displayed two smart device which 
is lamp and door. The smart devices identified uniquely in the port field by the smart devices 
long address. The door device is identified in the 0013A200400DCA4E6 and the lamp device is 
identified in 0013A20040E88458. The user will be able to send the service data request for 
each device displayed in the service field. The door device has an open, close and lock 
services, while the lamp device provides turn on and turn off services. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. User Application Interface 
 

 

The smart device received the service requested by the user via gateway as shown in 
Figure 8. We provide time delay measurement to check the response time when the user sent 
the service request until the smart device receive the service requested.  
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Figure 8. Service Received and Executed by the Smart Device 
 

 

Our research conducted a two experiment scenario. The first scenario is to measure the 
delay when the smart device start to send the broadcast device and service information until it 
has been received by the user application. The second scenario is conducted by measuring the 
delay when the user application sent the service data to the smart device. 

 
 

Table 1. Broadcast Time and Time Received Delay 

No. 

Delay (milisecond) 
Smart Device-

WebSocketServer 
WebSocket server-User Application Smart Device-User Application 

Lamp Door Lamp Door Lamp Door 

1. 0.20 0.21 9.92 9.93 10.12 10.13 
2. 0.20 0.22 9.92 9.93 10.12 10.15 
3. 0.21 0.22 9.92 9.92 10.13 10.14 
4. 0.21 0.22 9.92 9.92 10.13 10.14 
5. 0.21 0.21 9.92 9.92 10.13 10.13 
6. 0.20 0.21 9.98 9.92 10.18 10.13 
7. 0.21 0.21 9.92 9.92 10.13 10.13 
8. 0.21 0.21 9.92 9.93 10.13 10.14 
9. 0.20 0.22 9.92 9.93 10.12 10.14 

10. 0.20 0.22 9.93 9.92 10.13 10.14 
Average 0.205 0.215 9.927 9.924 10.132 10.137 

 
 
 Table 1 displayed the delay information when the smart device broadcast its device and 
service description to the WebSocket server and user application. The result showed that the 
average delay between smart devices with the WebSocket server is 0.205 for the Lamp device 
and 0.215 for the door device. The average delay between the WebSocket server and user 
application is 9.927 ms for the lamp device and 9.93 ms for the door device. Figure 9 presented 
the delay measurement from the smart device to user application with average delay 10.137 
ms. The second experiment scenario conducted is to measure the service delay between the 
user applications to the smart device. User application will be able to send the service data 
(such as turn on or turn off lamp) after the user application able to recognize each of the devices 
and service descriptions. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Smart Device-User Application Delay Measurement 
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Table 2. Service Delay 

No. 
 Delay in Milisecond  

Delay Web Browser  
to Gateway (milisecond) 

Delay Gateway  
to Device (milisecond) 

Delay Web Browser  
to Device (milisecond) 

1 2.268000126 0.059999943 2.328000069 
2 2.269000053 0.059999943 2.328999996 
3 2.281000137 0.059999943 2.34100008 
4 2.271000147 0.059999943 2.33100009 
5 2.282000065 0.059999943 2.342000008 
6 2.27699995 0.059999943 2.336999893 
7 2.282000065 0.059999943 2.342000008 
8 2.282000065 0.059999943 2.342000008 
9 2.279999971 0.060000181 2.340000153 

10 2.282999992 0.059999943 2.342999935 
11 2.282999992 0.060000181 2.343000174 
12 2.290999889 0.059999943 2.350999832 
13 2.286000013 0.059999943 2.345999956 
14 2.375999928 0.070000172 2.446000099 
15 2.286000013 0.059999943 2.345999956 
16 2.29399991 0.060000181 2.354000092 
17 2.289999962 0.059999943 2.349999905 
18 2.290999889 0.060000181 2.351000071 
19 2.292000055 0.059999943 2.351999998 
20 2.296000004 0.059999943 2.355999947 

Average: 2.288000011 0.060500002 2.348500013 

 
 
Table 2 showed the experiment result for the service delay sent by the user application. 

The average delay from the web browser user application to the gateway is 2.288 ms. And the 
average delay from the gateway to the smart device is 0.060 ms. The average delay from the 
user application to the smart device is 2.34 ms and presented in Figure 10. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Service Delay between the User Applications to Smart Device 
 

 

4. Conclusion 
Our research successfully developed the pervasive and service discovery protocol in 

Interoperability XBee-IP network. Our system proposed XBee as smart device and the gateway 
that able to made interoperability into the WebSocket. The smart devices will be broadcast the 
pervasive and service description data into the gateway and the gateway will push the data to 
the user application with WebSocket protocols. The user application will be able to send the 
service data to the smart device via the gateway. Our research developed smart door device 
prototype with close, open, lock services and smart door lamp with turn on and turn off services. 
The user application will be displayed the device and each of the device services in the web 
browser and able to send the door and lamp services data to the smart device.  

Our system enriched with the keep-alive features to detect if there is smart device that 
not able to function properly and inform the web user application if the smart device will be 
inaccessible. From the conducted experiment, the average delay when the smart device is 
recognized by the user application is around 10.13 ms delay. The average service delay when 
the user application sent service data to the smart device is around 2.34 ms delay. The 
pervasive device and service discovery protocol in the XBee-IP network interoperability able to 
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made the transparent network and made the user more focusses on the services provided by 
the system.  
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